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Wait 16 beats

INTRO
4 Stomp Doubles (1/4 turn left on each)

PART A
Rooster Run
2 Brushes
Mountain Goat DT Ba B a(xif) Ba Ba(os)
Ba(xif) Ba Sl
2 Flea Flickers
Rocking Chair (1/2 turn left)
2 In-houses DS Tch (f) Tch (os) Tch (f)
Fancy Double
-- Repeat all of the above to face front
Chain (full turn left)
3 Stomps & Clap

CHORUS
2 Turkeys
Karate Turn (1/2 turn left) DS K S K
2 Basics
Karate Turn (1/2 turn left)
Triple Kick (f); Triple Step Back
Double Up w/ Basic (1/2 turn left) DS DT DS RS
-- Repeat all of the above to face front

PART B
Samantha (1/4 turn right)
Joey
Triple
-- Repeat 3 more times to each wall

PART A*
Same as Part A, but do a 360 turn on the ‘Rocking Chair’, and no repetition

CHORUS*
Same as Chorus, but no turn on the ‘Double Up w/ Basic’

CHORUS**
Same as Chorus, but do a 1 / 4 turn left on the ‘Double Up w/ Basic’; repeat to each wall. Stomp at the end.

SEQUENCE: Intro A Chorus A* Chorus B Chorus* Chorus***